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The First Nutrition Workshops of 2022
Rockbank Kindergarten
In-person nutrition workshops from Strive Community Engagement are finally up and
running in full swing. We were joined by Strive members and volunteers in holding our
first two sessions of the year at Rockbank Kindergarten. The workshops were held on the
23rd and 24th of March 2022 from 10am - 11am and 1pm - 2pm. Around 40 children
between 3 and 5 years old attended the sessions under the wonderful supervision of the
Rockbank teaching staff. The workshops consisted of four 15 min stations run by either
Manilkka Linara, Nathasya Christiana Suryo, Teresa Tamika Tjahjadi or Katrina Nguyen.
They were kindly assisted by volunteers Brianna Heinken, Cathy Hua, Elisa Mengasso,
Eric Jun Yang, Joyce Zupanek, Maryam Sarrafzadeh and Lin Hay Thi Oo. The outcomes of
the first Healthy Eating workshops were successful and the team enjoyed engaging with
the children as they learned more about healthy eating.
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I am so happy to be
able to become part
of the team and
teach them valuable

Healthy Eating Station Activities
Workshop outline and outcomes
As a result of the extended restrictions

Starting last year with help from our

on Victorian schools brought on by the

partners, Strive has published and

pandemic, the Healthy Eating

printed the Nutrition Storybook [1] and

workshops have since undergone some

accompanying Parent's Guide to Healthy

remodelling but still maintain the

Eating [2]. The Storybook was read

objectives upheld by previous years.

aloud to children by Manny in station 1

These being to:

as she and her volunteers taught the

stuff that ‘Me’ at
their age would be
thankful for

importance of fruits and vegetables.
Students then learnt the daily serving

Promote healthy

sizes of these foods in station 2 with
Nana and her volunteers. In station 3,

eating habits

Katrina and her volunteers took the

Teach healthy

bingo where students learn to recognise

eating skills

students then had the chance to design

Encourage children
and parents to
incorporate both
into their daily
lifestyles

children through a game of nutrition
different types of fruits and veggies. The
their own Healthy Dinner Plates in
station 4, which was led by Teresa and
her helpful volunteers.
We have made student enjoyment and
effective teaching priorities this year.
Interactive toys were used to accompany
the children's learning and print copies
of the Storybook, Parent's Guide and
12before12 cookbook [3] were provided
to the library kindergarten. We kindly
thank Sanitarium for helping us develop
the workshops. All station activities were
designed according to the Australian
Healthy eating Guide for children [4].
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Workshop feedback and future directions
More workshops coming in 2022!

Some children went
home and told their
parents they wanted
to eat broccoli!
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Strive has received positive feedback
from teachers and volunteers on the
workshops at Rockbank. We were glad
to see the enthusiasm from children
during the workshops and to hear them
talk about fruits and veggies outside of
the sessions. Children who attended
both sessions remained engaged and
were able to share an understanding of
nutrition in their own words. Feedback
received from the Rockbank teaching
staff has indicated successful
application of workshop objectives to
the children's daily lives. We would like
to sincerely thank all parents, teachers
and volunteers involved with the
Healthy Eating workshops.

The Nutrition Workshop Initiative has
plans for more workshops in the coming
months. With coordinative assistance
from the Executive Operations Manager
of Sparkways (Try Australia), Strive has
been contacted by different
kindergartens with expression of
interests. We look forward to continue
collaborating with our partners,
engaging with our community and
improving the Healthy Eating
workshops.
Please find the relevant links to get
involved with our program in 2022.
- Volunteer Application Form
- Kindergarten Expression of Interest Form
- Healthy Eating Workshop Outline
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